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Abstract-- A data center is a centralized repository and an infrastructure that supports Internet service. Using the
cloud infrastructure web and mobile applications are used by millions of people day by day, so there will be a
challenge in scale and flexibility that provided by the cloud computing for the shared physical infrastructures.
Multiple tenants store and retrieve their data and applications in shared data centers, with different tenants have
different security requirements. Data center ensure the security and storage capacity needed for different tenants.
Generally network virtualization is used satisfy tenant specific requirements and enabling multi-tenant data centre
activities. A collaborative network security prototype system used in a multi-tenant data center and use the encryption
methods for data privacy and compression methods for reduce storage capacity in data center. It is centralized
collaborative scheme and deep packet inspection with an open source UTM system. To simplify the security rule
management, a security level based protection policy is used for vCNSMS. The data encryption and compression
provide between peer UTM and security center. There are different packet inspection schemes for different security
level and they are enforced with different security plugins and different encryption and compression methods are used
according to the security level.
Keywords— Data center network; network security; collaborative network security; data security, file compression,
encryption, decryption, optimization, cryptographic algorithm compression algorithm, network virtualization; cloud
computing.
I. INTRODUCTION
A cloud data center is a centralized repository and an infrastructure that supports Internet service. A cloud data
center may be defined from a different of perspectives, such as IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS proposed by the NIST [1] and
include public cloud, private cloud, hybrid cloud, and other different categories. Other categories include computing,
networking, and storage from a system’s perspective and transmission from a data perspective. Specific to the cloud
network, there are different characteristics of a cloud, within a cloud, and between cloud networks. The VMware NSX
provides the virtualization of networks with Software-Defined Network (SDN) inside a data center. The SDN is the
dynamic characteristic of network boundaries, that is the original static, natural, and physical boundaries within the
traditional network are replaced by the dynamic and virtual logical boundaries of SDN. Effective working of web and
application in the network are fully based on transformation of data, data are store in a shared approach so it use the store
platform of network or cloud. An OpenFlow-based SDN [2,3] is used by the Google B4 network [4] to implement all the
interconnections among cloud data centers in different locations. Blurring the network boundaries between each tenant
cloud and the privacy and capacity of the information in data center are major issues in networking.
II. SECURITY ISSUES IN DATA CENTER NETWORKS
Firewalls, IDS, WAF such devices are traditional security devices set up with the Middle boxes model inside and
outside networks. With the development of cloud computing technology, the arrangement of Middle boxes is facing new
challenges in the large-scale data center network environment [5]. Pervasive visibility, deeper analytics, massive
saleability, unified view are fundamental capabilities for the data security in the data center [6].
A. Network security issues in data center network
Network security is important for a data center network, huge number of users are used in various locations for
saving the data in same server and the same tenant may store data on different servers with multiple backups, so the
network boundaries between each user to become blurred. In traditional network may have several gate ways and data of
several hot are from same gate way, the vantage points is ensure the gate way is safe and reliable. In data center network
vantage is replaced by virtual logical gate way. It is used to protect security of virtual logical boundaries between tenants
and provide security of dynamic boundaries caused by virtual machine migration, and meet the dynamic security
requirements of virtual machines [7-10]. That is new changes in deployment location of middleboxes. Security
requirements for different tenants are different, so the question is raise how to meet different security requirements when
multiple tenants’ data pass through the same security device and how to provide effective administration.
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B. Data security issues in data center network
Most web and mobile applications are run with the help of data center and all the data are store in the data center
network. Data center must ensure the security and capacity need for saving the data from different tenants. Major issues
in secure data transfer that is cloud data center network physical security is lot because of shearing different companies
with computing resources then no control or knowledge of where the resources run. A common standard to ensure data
integrity does not yet exists it lead to secure software interface. And data separation in data center, customer may be able
to use cloud service providers if privacy rights are violated, and in any case the cloud service providers may face damage
to their reputation. For security we use the encryption and decryption algorithm and who controls the encryption and
decryption key, it should be the user by logically, therefore it effect the data security stored data center. User access
control in case of Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) data logs must be provide to security
regulators [11-14].
III. PROPOSED WORK PLAN
A. Network security in data center network
vCNSMS[15], a collaborative network management prototype system derived from CNSMS [16-20] for multi-tenant
data center networks vCNSMS is based on a prototype system with a home brewed version of an untangle open source
multifunction gateway. The principle of collaborative network security in DCN follow a Basic network topology that is,
the Security Center and peer-UTMs are deployed in the data center network. In the starting stages, the peer- UTM is
running a registration process for the Security Center. The Security Center receives the registration information and
displays the registered UTMs.

Fig 1: network topology and it set up the vCNSMS configuration
In the fig 1 three peer-UTMs and one security center are connected through a data center. The peer-UTMs
172.16.0.8, 172.16.0.9, 172.16.0.10 are registered in the security center 127.117.136.04 via data center, peer-UTM
passed information to security center at the time of registration it is happens at the bootstrap stage. We can see how
collaborative security in DCN works, first Security center interacts with the peer-UTMs.
 Different rules are issued by security center: There is web User Interface (UI) and in include a help option for
rule creation and an option for the rule issued.
 Events are reported by peer-UTM: The security events reported by peer-UTMs displayed on Security Center
web interface.
 Events inform between peer-UTMs: The peer-UTM collaborative security module have a web-based UI. The
web UI shows the different peer-UTMs to the Security Center and displays any occurred security events.
Another working phase is an Antivirus module in collaborative security which deals with virus signature database.
Virus signature is a unique string of bits, or the binary pattern, of a virus and it is like a fingerprint in that it can be used
to detect and identify specific viruses. The virus signature used in Anti-virus software to scan for the presence of
malicious code.
 The Security Center have an option to import the virus signature database.
 The Security Center have an option to issue the virus signature database.
 An interface displays that the virus database has been updated: The time changes.
 Virus signature database synchronization between peer-UTMs is performed using the p2p mode.
Firewall module in collaborative security have different actions such as,
 Security Center importing Firewall rules
 Security Center issues issuing the Firewall rules.
 Firewall rules have been updated displayed in interface: There is a web UI in the peer-UTM collaborative
security Firewall module. The web UI shows the new Firewall rules that will be updated.
 Updated rules are implemented by the peer-UTMs by choosing correct one: In the display UI of the update
rules, the peer-UTMs are allowed to let a certain rule lapse if that rule is not applicable.
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Working procedure at the Security rule center, the security rule center in security center includes a rule distribution
module. The rule distribution module is divided into server and client, and the server program is a socket communication
module written in Java that is manually activated in the Security Center. The client program is running in the peer-UTM
Firewall and Rules control module. When the server and client programs are running normally, the Security Center can
quickly transfer rules in a specific folder to the peer-UTM’s rule control module.

Fig: 2 working of rules and virus database in network
B. Data security in data center network
Different encryption and decryption algorithms are widely available and it used for data security. Generally two type
of algorithms are there Symmetric (private) and Asymmetric (public) keys encryption. In Symmetric keys encryption or
secret key encryption, only one key is used to encrypt and decrypt data. In Asymmetric keys, two keys are used; private
and public keys [21]. For data security in data center network we can use different encryption algorithms [22].
1) RSA Algorithm
RSA is the most common Public Key algorithm, invented by Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman (RSA). RSA is basically
an asymmetric encryption /decryption algorithm. It is asymmetric in nature, that here public key distributed to all and we
can encrypt the message by using this public key and private key which is secret and used for decryption, the private key
not shared to everyone. RSA working method in data center network environment, RSA algorithm is used to ensure the
security of data in data center network in cloud. In RSA algorithm we have encrypted our data to provide security so only
authorized users can access it. After encryption data is stored in the data center. So that when it is required then a request
can be placed to security center in data center network. Security center authenticates the user and delivers the data to
user. As RSA is a Block Cipher in which every message is mapped to an integer. In the proposed data center network
environment, Public key is known to all, whereas Private Key known only to user who originally need the data. Thus
encryption and decryption are done by the security center. Once the data is encrypted with the Public key, it will be
decrypted using the corresponding Private Key only.
2) AES Algorithm
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [23], also known as Rijindael is used for securing data. AES is a symmetric
block cipher and is used widely now-a-days. AES Working methods in data center network environment. Advanced
Encryption Standard, symmetric key encryption algorithm is use 128-bits key length for this purpose. Implementation
proposal states that First, peer-UTM(user) register to the security centre and establish the connection through data center
after the data will be migrate on data center. When transfer the data to the data center happens at that time the security
center first encrypt data using AES algorithm and then sent to data center. Once encrypted, data is uploaded on the data
center, any request to read the data will occur after it is decrypted by security center. This encryption solution is
transparent to the security center and can be integrated quickly. To store the keys, a physical key management server can
be installed in the data center. Encryption protects the data and keys and guarantees that they remain under control of
security center.
3) DES Algorithm
The Data Encryption Standard (DES) is a block cipher. Data can be encrypted in blocks of size 64 bits each. That is
in DES encryption algorithm input is 64 bits of plain text and it produces 64 bits of cipher text. DES use the concept of
minor differences, that is same algorithm and key are used for encryption and decryption. The key length of this
algorithm is 56 bits; however a 64 bits key is actually input. DES is therefore a symmetric key algorithm. The encryption
take place in the security center and result will store in data center and the decryption done by the security center and
provide the result to peer-UTM.
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C. Storage optimization in data center
The major advantage of data center in cloud is users can access data at any time and it automatically analysis user’s
requirement and locate and transform data. Day by day enter web and mobile application are used the data center for
store data so the capacity to store data is become a great issue so we must optimize the data storage and ensure effective
data access. Commonly we use different optimization algorithm for data. Such as Huffman coding [24], LZ77, LZ78 [2529]
and LZW. Using the grid computing tools github repo we can implement gzip or bzip2 optimization/compression
method. LWZ in one the new method for optimization of data in data center.
1) LZW Compression
LZW compression [30] technic never understand the input text and it interchanges a set of characters with single
code. LZW generally construct a table know as string translation table and the text is compressed using this table. The
string translation table created by LZW generates a strict-length of code to strings. The translation table is initialized with
all single-character strings. The LZW compression algorithm takes each input sequence of bits of a given length and
creates an entry in a table for that particular bit pattern, consisting of the pattern itself and a shorter code. As input is
read, any pattern that has been read before results in the substitution of the shorter code, effectively compressing the total
amount of input to something smaller. Unlike earlier approaches, known as LZ77 and LZ78, the LZW algorithm does
include the look-up table of codes as part of the compressed file. The decoding program that uncompressed the file is
able to build the table itself by using the algorithm as it processes the encoded input.
IV. IMPLEMETATION AND RESUT
Implementation of algorithms has been done using NetBeans IDE with Java. Coding used for implementing
algorithm are shown below:

Fig 3: coding for encryption algorithm

Fig 4: coding for compression algorithm
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For implementing the data center and peer-UTM we have to update Firewall rules and use them and ensure the cloud
networking analysis find the specified network flow which blocks firewall module. The content filtering in UDP which
also help for implementation process. For cloud set use the build in cloud virtualization and structure the network
topology in that cloud. With the help of java build in class we have to integrate the security center and peer-UTM
functions.
V. CONCLUSION
We can conclude that different encryption methods and compression methods can be applied in the collaborative
network security in data center. Using the vCNSMS methods we can solve the security problems in network it details
with the security center and peer-UTMs and connected through data center. The data center can arrange vCNSMS for
flexibility and scalability to protect different tenants with different network policies and security requirements.
Information security in data center network can be provided by using encryption algorithms such as RSA, AES, and
DES. The security center provide the corresponding algorithm to the user data and it store in the data center. Data
optimization is accomplished by using compression algorithms, LZW is used as one of the compression algorithm.
Security center control the compression algorithm and compressed data store in the data center. Using collaborative
network security, encryption, and compression the data center network is protected from general issues.
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